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Abstract

Right to health between eugenetic selection and dignity of a person.
The article examines the issue about the right to health

between the eugenetic selection and human dignity.
The right to health is claimed in assisted reproductive techno-

logies, in abortion, in euthanasia. In these three situations, the right
to health is understood as public and as an individual.

In this perspective, the right to health is to be found in the middle
between the desire to select eugenically people and the duty to
respect their dignity. However, what is the right to health? Moreover,
what is dignity? These questions are answered in the following
work.
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Introduction

«Modern men have not been educated in the rightful use of
power»: [1, p. 92], this is the way Romano Guardini has justly been
recognized on behalf  of  the technical progress achieved by man in
the last century, that has granted men a practically unlimited power
unimagined and unimaginable, more than in any other historical
time,1 that is to say that the ability not only to impact on the world
around him, for example by modifying the physical and environ-
mental reality through the anthropologization processes, but also
and above all impacting on himself  through the capabilities to ma-
nipulate and administer his own biological existence since before
the birth up until death.

Contemporary men live under the context of  techno-
morphism, that is to say, that the dimension in which, as Frances-
co D’Agostino states, «it becomes naïve to evoke the common da-
tum according to which it is not legal to do all which is possible to
do, because the basis of  the legality coincides with the basis itself
of  the possibility. I can, thus I must» [3, p. 197]

Nowadays, in fact, characterized by «a concept essentially
technological of  the society» [4, p. 198], confirms the prevalence
of  the idea by which, using the words of  Aldo Schiavone, «tech-
nology in itself, is neither cold nor hot: it is the pure possibility to
do» [5, p. 19].

However, is it precisely so? Is the technology truly indifferent?
Does such possibility to do, has any relevance either ethic or judi-
cial whatsoever?

Hans Jonas invites courageously to wake up from this dogmatic
dream, considering, conversely, rightly, that «as in general, ethics
should have something to say in technology matters, or else that
technology is subjected to ethical considerations. The foregone
derives from the simple fact that technology is the exercise of  hu-
man power, that is to say, it is a way to act, and all human action is
exposed to a moral exam […]. The problem is this: not only when
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technology is malicious that is to say,  when it is used in an improper
use for bad purposes, but also when it is used in good will and for
truly and profoundly legitimate purposes, has in itself  a threatening
side, that in the long run could have the last word […]. Its internal
dynamics, the one that drives it so much to advance, denies to
technology the free zone of  ethical neutrality, in which it is enough
to worry about efficiency. The risk of  excess is always present» [6,
pp. 28-29].

Technology, which invades all reality, the biological life of  man
included, cannot, therefore, be separated from the ethical and judicial
plane without taking the risk, of emerging as a totalizing element
and, as such, always and in any way totalitarian,2 or else become a
constant threat to liberty and, above all, for the dignity of  the human
being.

Technology is intertwined to such point with every aspect of
reality, especially the judicial, to the level of  not leaving aside the
right to health that, radically reformulated by the technical possibi-
lities, finds itself  tensed, stretched and compressed between the
eugenetic selection and the person’s dignity.

2. The eugenetic selection between MAP (PMA), VIP
(IVG) and VIS (IVS)

«It is better for all if, instead of  waiting until the degenerated
youngsters be executed for the crimes they committed, or that they
would die of  hunger, because of  their own imbecility, society
could be able to stop and detain, all those who are clearly a misfit
and/or unsociable, unable to continue the species» :[8, p. 143].
That is the way, the widely and renown Justice of  The U.S. Supre-
me Court, Oliver Wendell Holmes, has written considering consti-
tutional in the famous 1927 Case Buck vs. Bell, [9], The Virginia
State Law, to foster the right to health the right of  the community,
used to impose forced sterilization of  mentally retarded people, le-
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gitimizing that way, through the highest judicial and legal instance
in the United States ‘Law and Regulations, a quite substantially
eugenetic vision. [10-14].

“Eugenetics”, as we know, is a term invented by Francis Galton,
[15, p. 119], who was Charles Darwin´s a cousin, in order to desig-
nate several forms of  intervention, aimed at improving or making
better the human species, by manipulating their genes, or by selectively
cross-mating their individuals.

Gallon himself, in fact, has had a way to clarify that «the evolution
processes are in constant and spontaneous activity, some of  them
are positive, and some of  them are negative. Our role is to pay
attention to the opportunities to intervene, in order to control the
negative ones, and give free process to the positive ones» [16,
p. XXVII].

Applying to human beings the same concepts of  evolution and
of  selection, made by his cousin Darwin for animals, Galton, had
established a utopian design in order to create a new species, a new
human species, that one improved and capable of  improving itself
through the reduction of  its own disabilities, and the strengthening
of  its own quality features.

In a similar perspective, eugenetic way of  thinking has being
developing, in accordance with its two application modes: «one
was in favor and helped the mating between individuals carrying
positive genes, in order to increase their frequency among the
population (positive Eugenetics). The other modality tended to limit,
or even used to forbid, marriages whose children could be carriers
of  unwanted genetic characters (negative Eugenetics)» [17, p. 874].

Notwithstanding that the eugenetic practice be expressly prohibited
or even banned by Article 21 of  the Bill of  Fundamental Rights, of
the European Union.3 By  Article 11 of  the Oviedo Convention,4 and
an implicit manner by Article 14 of  the European Convention for
Human Rights (Rights of Men); in the measure that prohibits
discrimination over any other consideration regarding those explicitly
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enlisted (Portuguese: elencadas),5 is widely spread out at all levels,
in research and in Bio- Medicine.

Thus, if  in fair and normal situations, it is considered that, the
eugenetic practice moves along three axes or guidelines, [18-19]: 1)
that of  a genotypic selection (eliminating defective subjects), [20]
2) that of  a germinal selection (choosing the best and most proper
subjects),6 3) that of  the genetic modification (applying genetic
modification), [22]. It is also necessary to recognize that today, with
the combination of  technical capability on one hand, and the judicial
legitimation on the other, the eugenetic practice appears especially in
three main contexts: the medical assisted pregnancy (artificial insemi-
nation), the voluntary interruption of  pregnancy (abortion), and the
voluntary interruption of  life (euthanasia).

2.1 MAP (PMA)

For what it is referred to the medical assisted pregnancy (MAP), it
is necessary to specify that with such phrase it is understood an
articulated bio-medical practice which implies different techniques
(homologous, heterologous), procedures (FIVET,ICSI), phases (pre-
gamete-ovary hyper-stimulation and hormone therapy gametic or
pre-embryo, embryo pre-implantation, embryo post-implantation)
and the resulting situations (pregnancy not achieved, pregnancy,
abortion).

The MAP in Italy [23-27], is regulated by the law 40/2004, that
in the course of   more than a decade has been severely cut in some
fundamental parts, by certain constitutional decision which in various
modes have modified the spirit, the letter and, obviously, the
methodology. [28-30]

Among the various and most important jurisdictional regulations,
which are relevant to the purpose of  the present reflections, they
necessarily but rapidly must consider precisely those that in virtue
of  the safeguarding of  the right to health concern to the pre-im-
plantation genetic diagnosis (PGD);7 the sentence n. 398/2008 of
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the Regional Administrative Court (TAR) of  Lazio, the ruling of  the
European Court of  Human Rights n. 54270/10 of  August 28, 2012,
and lastly those from the Constitutional Court, in particular, ruling
n. 162/2014, ruling n. 96/2015 and ruling n. 229/2015.

In 2008, the RAC of  Lazio established the legitimacy of  the
ministerial guidelines for the practice of  law 40/2004, regarding the
point where such guidelines allowed a diagnosis research about
the embryos, only of  observational type and non- selective [31].

In 2012, the CEDU had considered Art. Eight of  the European
Convention of  Human Rights violated. This is the right to respect
private and family life, by the disposition promulgated in paragraphs
“a” and “b” of  section 3 from Article13, of  the 40/2004 Law,
showing the alleged incoherence in the Italian regulation, that on
one hand prohibits the embryo selection of  eugenic character
accepted in the above-mentioned Standard. On the other hand
allows it, in order to foster care for women´s right to health, in
accordance with Article 4 of  the 194/1978 Law, the «Therapeutic
Abortion» [32].

On their behalf, The Constitutional Court in ruling number
162/2014, has declared violated the right to health, according to
Article 32 Constitutional, due to the constitutional illegitimacy of
Section 3 from Article 4, of  the 40/2004 Law, which establishes
the prohibition to turn to heterologous fertilization, when for any
reason whatsoever, a pathology which is the cause of  absolute and
irreversible sterility or infertility diagnosed and declared. [33].

With ruling number 96/2015, The Constitutional Court has
extended the MAP techniques beyond the reach of  the Law. The
above by enhancing the possibility of  access to, besides the sterile
or infertile couples, also for the infertile ones which are carriers of
genetic transmissible diseases, declaring as illegitimate the prohibition
of  access to, and diagnosis of, due to violation of  Article 3 Consti-
tutional, and specially of  Article 32 Constitutional, established by
the 40/2004 Law, and as such, capable to undermine the Right to
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Health of  a fertile woman, healthy carrier of  a serious hereditary
genetic disease. [34].

Anyway, with ruling number 229/2015, The Constitutional
Court has established that, Article 13, Sections 3 subsection b),
and 4, of  the 40/2004 law is headed to the declaration of  constitu-
tional illegitimacy, in the part which precisely, in which it prohibits,
putting a penal sanction on it. The conduct of  selection of  the
embryos by the physician, aimed exclusively to avoid the transfer
in the uterus of  the woman of  those embryos, that due to the
pre-implant diagnosis, have resulted affected by transmissible
genetic diseases according to the seriousness criteria of  which
Article 6, section 1, subsection b) of  the law n. 194 of  1978 deals
with, accepted by the proper public structures [35-36].

The jurisprudence, especially the constitutional one, is therefore,
focused in the idea by which the PGD cannot but have the result of
the embryo selection. This one at the same time could not be legi-
timately prohibited without violating guaranteed constitutional rights,
such as the right to health of  a couple in general and the woman in
particular, according to constitutional Articles 3 and 32. Especially
in light of  the fact that the couple or woman to whom the embryo
selection would be neglected, could take advantage subsequently
of  the unhealthy embryo implantation of  the VIP, in accordance
with 194/1978 law.

The Courts stand position, is that it is necessary to accept with
strong honesty and without hypocritical reverential pretenses, and
because of  the reasons that follow, it is affected by a serious short
sight, both in the principle data, as well as especially in the regulatory;
having to confirm that in the best of  the hypothesis, the judicial
essence of  the problems at hand would be wrong, and in the worst
of  the hypothesis assume that it has been intentionally remodeled
according to an absolute arbitrary judicial will, ignoring, as in other
occassions,8 the authentic essence of  reality [42].

The PGD [43-51], therefore, is been highlighted regarding the
regulation about the voluntary interruption of  pregnancy,9 in as
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much the prohibition of  the PGD, or its limitation at an observational
level, or the prohibition of  embryo selection after the PGD. They
are all considered measures in contrast with the constitutional right to
health, being guaranteed in general and with the one of  the
woman in particular.

Setting aside the existing diversity of  diagnostic techniques [53],
it is necessary to recognize at this point, following the above
mentioned multiple jurisprudence declarations, [54-56], that in this
meaning, becomes to be modified nature itself, and the function
of  pre-birth diagnostic, not directed anymore to the verification of
the conditions about the integrity of  the embryo or the fetus, but
used as an ultra- diagnosis instrument, that is to say, selective with
respect to the embryos themselves eventually affected for the several
various typologies.10

The PGD this way understood used to select the embryos
carriers of  hereditary genetic pathologies, it becomes unavoidably
and instrument of  eugenic selection. That is to say, a mere use of
the subjective power that, as such, cannot but create perplexity
regarding the effective protection not only of  the right to health,
but also especially the dignity of  the person, because every classifi-
cation of  pathologies based on which the selection must be carried
out, would be always and in any event be totally arbitrary.11

Jacques Testart, the father of  assisted fertilization himself, has
written, and not by chance, that the eugenic derivation of  the PGD
unavoidably represents a threat for human freedom: «The impossibili-
ty to stop the fast insurgency of  the PGD derivations is the reason
why I have decided to propose its prohibition. If  this prohibition
should be impossible, it would be necessary to accept that our
future is determined» [59, pp. 97-60].

It is also necessary to specify, EN PASANT (by the way), that
there is no use to consider la eventual difference, at this point ficti-
tious, usually set between the eugenic of  the XX century and
todays, correctly defined as liberal, [61,p. 55] that is based on the
private and facultative use of  the PGD. This new eugenic, allows
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each individual to build his own and the one of  his children’s genetic
determination even invoking the best interest of  these last ones.
[62] According to each individual’s satisfaction, and without consi-
dering that all that can make it look like liberal, and as long as
everything about this issue is left to the will of  the individual, and
not any more to the coercive  authority of  the State, it does not  in
effect, make it less totalitarian: thus definitely, paradoxically and
equally, liberticidal.

The individual liberal eugenic, in fact, refers only to the selector,
that is to say, the individual and not the State. Certainly not regarding
the selected, for whom nothing is different, and therefore of that
state tradition, of  which in that sense shares, the same coercivity
due to essential effects.

2.2 VIP

The second dimension, in which the eugenic selection is emphasized,
is the one that refers to the voluntary interruption of  pregnancy
(VIP) [63-75].

The VIP, as it is known, finds its ruling in law 194/1978. Cons-
tituted over the individualized principles by the Constitutional
Court with the well-known ruling n.27/1975.  Based on this ruling
«Constitutional Article 2 recognizes and guaranties the inviolable
human rights, among which it cannot be left unlaid, while with its
particular characteristics, the legal situation of  the conceived [76].
In addition, however, this premise is supplemented with the ulterior
consideration that the protecting constitutional interest  related to
the conceived, may be opposed to other goods that also are favored
by the constitutional tutelage and that, in consequence, the law
cannot give the former a total and absolute prevalence, denying the
latter with proper protection»[77].

Finally, for the Constitutional Court, as we will see afterwards,
for the 1978 legislator: the right of  life of  the conceived is an inviola-
ble right and constitutionally guaranteed, that can find its only limi-
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tation, or better its weakening,12 only in another equally inviolable right
and in the same way, constitutionally guaranteed.  This is to say,
notwithstanding that which for some is affirmed,13 no longer the
alleged women’s right to abortion,14 in as much it is not configured
and it is not configurable, for what conversely the power of
women to interrupt pregnancy, in order to foster her own right to
health, that is to her own psycho-physical integrity.

All the above being considered, it is necessary, therefore, to pay
attention to the difference set by the same 194/1978 law.

According to Article 4 of  the above-mentioned law, the VIP is
accepted within the first 90 days of  pregnancy «either related to
her health status or economic conditions, or   social or familiar or
the circumstances in which the conception has happened or to
previsions of  anomalies or malformations of  the conceived one».

The above means that a woman can appeal to the VIP also in
the case of  anomalies or malformations of  the conceived, that is
to say to a substantial VIP and freely based on motivations of
eugenic character, in a free and autonomous way.

The difference or better said, the condition or restriction is set
by the following Article 6 of  the already mentioned 194/1978 law.
The above-mentioned Article 6 is dedicated to regulate the resource to
the VP in case that the 90-day period had been passed. In such
eventuality, the VIP can be performed only, if  there exists a causal
link –that is to say a cause-effect relationship– between the anomalies
and the malformations of  the one who is about to be born, and
the serious danger for the physical or psychological health of  the
woman.

It is true that the existence of  the causal link does not eliminate
the eugenic characterization of  a simple type of  VIP. But if  it so
happens, putting together to the fetus anomalies the serious dangers
undergone by the women’s health, the eugenics seems only weake-
ned, that is to say, that it is not the only determining cause of  the
VIP by itself, but a remedy to avoid a health harm to women.
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This last situation is described by the doctrine and by the juris-
prudence, specifically, as a “therapeutic” abortion that, it is necessary
to remember, it is perhaps, only referred to the mother and
certainly not to the child.  On the contrary, when the VIP would be
performed only in view of  having a healthy child, it would be
facing before the prohibited species of  a eugenic abortion. The
Court of  Catania has specified so, with the decree of  May 3, 2004,
and as well as the Courts of  Merits, as the ones of  Cassation have
reaffirmed in various occasions.15

Even though, the eugenic abortion should be considerable,
precisely by virtue of  the same 194/1978 law, as it has been seen,
jurisprudence assumes, that notwithstanding, that such one should
not be configurable and because of  that a right to a healthy son
could not be demanded through a selection by means of  the eugenic
VIP.

In that sense, the Courts of  Merit,16 have been clear, and even
more explicit has been the Court of  Cassation, that in more occasions
has excluded the configurability of  a eugenic abortion in the
Italian regulations.

Among the unique rulings of  the Cassation about the point,17 it
is necessary to remember ruling n. 14488/2004. In that ruling, the
Court specifically so declares: «It is not recognized the eugenic
abortion in our regulations, neither as a mother’s right, nor as a right
which the one about  to be born, could enforce its right after the
birth, under a legal redress profile, due to the absent exercise».18

Definitely: the “therapeutic” abortion, is considered not only
legitimate, but above all, different than the eugenic one, that in
turn is fundamentally estimated illegitimate19

Nevertheless, it is necessary to agree that, beyond the form of
the law, beyond the legislator’s objectives, and beyond the superhuman
hermeneutic weariness of  the judges, it is not so. At the moment
in which firstly the law,  and  the jurisprudence afterwards accept,
although through the restriction of  the “Caudine Forks” of  the
causal link, the appeal to the VIP due to anomalies and malformations
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of  the fetus, the eugenic attempt emerges with all its strength,
demonstrating that it is put into practice and widely achieved.20

Therefore, the VIP, either it is practiced under the FICTIO (fic-
tion) of  the therapeutics of  the intervention in tutelage of  the
mother’s right to health, either under the expressed motivation of
the selection of  the one who is  to be born, due to his pathologies,
it is presented as a powerful means of  eugenic selection. As such,
not only it does not tutelage the mother’s right nor the right to
health, nor obviously of  the conceived one, but also it is shown as
a serious violation of  the person’s dignity, because it is a means for
discrimination between the healthy and the unhealthy.21

2.3 VIS

«To judge that life is worth living or not, is equivalent to answering
the fundamental question of  philosophy» [83, p. 7] this is the way
Albert Camus, questions today’s world.

As up until now, it has been seen, if  the genetic pathologies of
the embryos are one of  the reason for their selection, and the fetus
anomalies are the cause of  pregnancy interruption. No less relevant
can be considered the chronic, degenerating, disabling or terminal
pathologies that, afflicting with their baggage of  costs and physical
and physique sufferings, [84] cannot be but to be understood as
legitimating the voluntary interruption of  survival (VIS).22

Umberto Veronesi, in this sense, seems to answer negatively to
the question of  Camus, when he writes: «In Italy, each year we
have 2500 suicides and many other suicidal attempts. Suicide is not
a criminal act, and obviously, neither it is the suicide attempt. Then
if  suicide or suicide attempt are not a criminal act, I ask myself
why a poor little person which is in a profound condition of
degradation, of  pain, of  mental and physical suffering, and who
asks painfully and persistently to be able to end his life, should not
be addressed in his wish?»  [86, p. 81].
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Addressing the right of  refusal or waiving [87] of  medical treat-
ment, [88-107] transiting through the medically assisted suicide,
[108-114] up until reaching the right to euthanasia, [115-113] including
the infantile, [134-142], the right to health breaks and fragments into
the already mentioned versatility of  medical-legal methods, tending
to the realization of  a unique common objective, that is to say the
VIS intervention.

The VIS by itself, does not necessarily always imply an eugenic
purpose, but such purpose begins to become persecuted when its
euthanasian objective is taken to practice by putting an end to exis-
tences considered already, not worth living.23

At this point, there can be located those, which must be considered
as the two main ways of  thinking under the argument: the one,
which addresses the problem from the social and collective point
of  view exclusively, definable as “centrifuge”; and the one that
conversely includes it, in its peculiarly individual and subjective
dimension, definable as “centripetal”.

In the first meaning, that is the centrifuge or social, it is necessary
to go back many decades back in time. It so happened, that more
than twenty years before related to the thanatological mechanism
set to run by the national socialist regime, thinkers already authorized
had managed to legitimate euthanasia of  those lives considered
not worth living, as long they were afflicted by several disabling
pathologies.24

In the remote 1895, Adolf  Jost, in its Das Recht auf  den tod (The
Right to die) «says that the control over the death of  an individual
corresponds definitely to the social organism, the State. This con-
cept is in direct opposition to the Anglo-American tradition of  eutha-
nasia, which highlights the right of  the individual to die, or to dea-
th or to its own death as a supreme human vindication. On the
contrary, Jost refers to the State right to kill», [145, p. 70] to feel,
and finally «compassion» to grant the Gnadentod, that is to say dea-
th as a grace.
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The social perspective sees in the interruption of  survival of
the involved subject, a right of  the State to be able to proceed whe-
never the conditions are given. In addition, the duty of  the State to
proceed in that sense, 25 or a well-defined purpose, that is to say
to foster the health of  society, or else, the health of  the fundamental
element from the State itself. In this line, two jurists of  the caliber
of  Karl Binding and Alfred Hoche, express themselves with extreme
clarity, that in their Die freigabe der vernichtung lebenusnwerten lebens (the
liberation by destruction of  a life not worth living) of  1920,26 build the
ethics-medical-judicial platform, that few years later could become
the theoretical support of  the euthanasia program, for example of
the mental patients [147] foreseen by the standard regulations of
that which was the national socialist regime.

Under such optics, therefore, the VIS is a non-derogable eugenic
measure, as far as it is socially justified, that is to say, with a trend
to foster the general health of  the community.

The second perspective, the centripetal or individual, conversely,
considers that the interruption of  survival would not be something
else but the ultimate and best affirmation of  the absolute and
unconditional freedom of  the subject. Freedom of  the individual,
to be able to dispose, as a gift to his above mentioned freedom,
also and above all his own life, without intromissions of  external
character, as assessment of  moral, judicial, religious or social order.

Euthanasia, [148-157] in such process, in the same way that the
difference, rectius (better said) equality, intrinsic to the effect,27 already
outlined between a State eugenic selection, and a liberal  eugenic se-
lection. This comes to be presented, not as an instrument of  the State’s
coercive selection, but that it becomes a right claimed by the indi-
vidual as far as owner of  himself,28 although if  not for this, less ju-
dicially problematic[160].

In a determined pathologic circumstance,29 more or less severe,
[163] the individual that considers that has lost all dignity after the
judgement (arbitrary) of  the lack of  quality of  his own life,30 tries
to legitimize its own VIS not as a mere rejection of  the medical
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treatment,31 as over the basis of  its own exclusive, absolute –that is
to say deprived of  its ties– and unquestionable determination32

Thus In the already mentioned individualistic optic, the
euthanasia’s act in which the VIS is verified, is in the assumption of
the continuity of  the exercise of  the own right to health, a measure
“auto-eugenic” that the person takes over himself  in so far as he
tends to eliminate not only the suffering, but the sufferer –that is
to say himself–,33 as it happens fundamentally in all eugenic praxis.

We cannot ignore the considerations of  Plato, [167] of  Aristotle,
[168] of  San Agustin,34 regarding this issue,  that from a point of
view exclusively rational, show the ethical and judicial illegitimacy
of  all suicidal acts, without excluding euthanasia. It is good to have
in mind that, in fact, such type of  act is contrary to reason, for
what, as Kant teaches, it attempts against the thinking ability of
the same liberty, abusing, disposing of  the person: «that defenders
of  that, claim that men are a free agents […]. For what is referred
to the body, he can dispose of  it in many ways. For example, having
cut and abscess or cutting a limb or disregarding a wound; regarding
the body, it is up to him to do freely all those things to be useful
and advisable to him: shouldn’t therefore also have the power to
take his own life, when such a thing would seem to be the most
advantageous and advisable thing? […]. We are able to dispose of
our own body, in view of  the preservation of  our person; who, never-
theless, takes his life does not preserve with that his person: he
disposes then of  his person and not of  his status, that is to say
he deprives himself  of  his own person. This is contrary to the hig-
hest of  the duties towards oneself, because the condition of  all the
other duties is suppressed» [170, pp. 170-171].

Definitely, if  there exist clear and relevant differences, as authorized
observers,35 between the highlighted two mentioned models of
VIS, it is also true for what is referred to the effects that is to say,
the selection of  lives considered by the community or by the indi-
vidual as not worth of  living. There are not distinguishable between
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them, due to the violation of  the right to life, which is the logic
and chronologic basis of  that right to health, either social or personal,
that is intended for tutelage.

If  a life to be submitted to VIS is considered not worthy, it
means to already face a process of  denial of  the being. It is the
ontological basis, that, as such, cannot but always cause a denial of
human dignity, precisely that same human dignity, that, as in a
paradox, it is considered to safeguard it turning to the VIS.

To understand better the sense of  all this, we should think of
the dramatic pages of  the narrative of  Albert Camus with the
meaningful title: The happy death.

When Mersault, widely remunerated by this, was ready to kill
who had contracted him for necessity, that is to say the old
Zagreus –whose life was considered not in quality to continue, that
is to say not worthy of  being lived–,36 trembles. On his behalf
Zagreus, tired, sick, deprived of  his legs, this way encourages him,
justifying his VIS «I only suppress half  a man; I pray that it should
not be taken into consideration» [172, p. 13].

Zagreus was only considered as half  a man, in order to diminish
the (in) moral relevance of  his suppression. That means substantially
to diminish his humanity, definitely, dehumanize him, and in
consequence to cancel his nature of  a moral entity. Such is always
intangible, even without understanding, precisely, that such operation
constitutes a direct violation of  human dignity as far as, with Abraham
Heschel’s words: «the moral cancelation leads to the physical
extermination» [159. P. 41].

3. The right to health

What is the right to health (RTH)? What range does it have? What
corresponding duties does the tutelage of  the right to health impose?
Does it precede or follow the right to life?
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These are some of  the questions that can be asked about the
right to health, in order to understand its essence, its origin, its
function and its purpose.

In this place, it cannot be thoroughly answered all the above
mentioned, or any other possible questions regarding this matter.
It can briefly highlight a series of  essential reflections about the
right to health, in order to better understand how it can nowadays
be distorted between the ontological dimension marked by the eugenic
vision, as it has been seen above, and the deontological dimension of
the person’s dignity (which is still to be considered).

Before all ulterior reflection, it seems appropriate to consider
briefly, the normative and jurisprudential scenario.

In 1946. The World Health Organization (WHO) tried to, maybe
in an attempted neo-encyclopedic, to provide and make sacred the
definition of  health, universally establishing that it is «A state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of
disease or infirmity» [173].

Therefore, according to the WHO, health is a result of  a complex
process, not only personal, but also that it extends even up to the
social well-being.

On its behalf, the European Union Charter of  Fundamental
Rights [174], recognizes and fosters the right to health in its Article
35, in accordance with the legislations and the practices of  each
State in particular.37

Finally, in the first section of  Article 32 of  the Italian Constitution,
expressly foresees that «the Republic fosters health as a fundamental
right of  the individual».

In this sense, it is also necessary to keep in mind the contribution
of  jurisprudence, at least the constitutional one,38 that has had
means to be expressed in various occasions about the right to health.
[175-176].

For the Constitutional Court the WHO is «recognized and
guaranteed by Article 32 of  the Constitution as a primary and
fundamental right that imposes full and exhaustive tutelage»39
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From the rebuilding that the RTH performs of  the Constitutional
Court, we can gather the three constitutive elements that determine it.
1) It is articulated in various subjective judicial situations, depending
on the nature and the type of protection that the constitutional
regulation ensures for the well-being of  the integrity and the physical
and psychological balance of  the person. 2) It is an erga omnes (for
everybody) right directly guaranteed by the Constitution, and thus fea-
sible and directly fostered by the legitimated subjects, related to the
authors of  the illegal behaviors. 3) Concretely confers the right to
medical treatment of  which, the determining of  the instruments,
the times and the means depend on the legislator.

Finally, the RTH seems to be formed in a bipolar mode (negative
and positive) both in horizontal as in vertical sense. The horizontal
negative, is the one through which, each one of  the associates has
the right to protect his psychophysical integrity to be harmed by
another associate. The horizontal positive, by which after an injury,
the legitimate subject can take action to foster all that has been
taken from him, with the violation of  his own psychophysical inte-
grity. The vertical negative, is the one by which the citizen cannot
be forced to receive by the State, medical treatments against his
will, and in some way violating his person,  that is to say his dignity.
The vertical positive, is the one that the citizen may pretend from the
State, the tutelage of  his own right to health, not only as a principal,
but also and above all, concretely, with the legitimate pretention to
access medical treatment guaranteed by the regulations, and offer by
the health system.

Being established the foregone, in strictly juridical character;
nevertheless, it is necessary yet, to clarify what should be understood
by health, avoiding at the same time to fall into the utopia of  the
definition of  health provided by the WHO.40 In addition, in the parti-
cularistic eudemonism in which, it would end up in, considering that,
it would be health only that it would make a subject happy, but as
such, it could not be considered an authentic ethical-judicial reflection
on health, in so far as in a Kantian way destructive of  all moral.41
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In a historical and judicial context, in which the person’s value
has been substantially established as a fundament of  all reflection
of  the right. It is necessary to avoid paternalism on one side and to
guarantee the self-determination of  the subject on the other side,42

nevertheless avoiding on one side the non-accountability of  the
physician, and the ethical-judicial subjectiveness on the other.

Nevertheless, we must reconcile science and the physician’s
conscience with the will and the right to self-determination of  the
patient. We cannot stop to recognize that the patient’s life can never
be considered an object of  availability, neither on behalf  of  the
physician, nor on behalf  of  the patient itself, (especially if  it is
collectively or individually considered as a life not worth living).43

The intrinsic logic of  the life-health relationship cannot be inverted.
Health, as Hans-Georg Gadamer has reminded us, it is not

something measurable.44 «It is not precisely to feel, but a being there, a
being in the world, being together with other men». [181, p. 122]
Consequently, the right to health cannot be opposed to, or executing a
violation to the right to life, being this last one the logical, chrono-
logical and above all axiological fundament, of  the same right to
health.

The right to health cannot be considered as the right to dispose
of  our own or somebody else life.  If  you begin to define life ba-
sed on that above all, in a substantially arbitrary way (that is to say
submitted to the mere will of  the legislator, the physician, the
patient or of a sum composed of typical elements of an equally
arguable contractual bioethics), [182] it is considered worthy or
unworthy.

To avoid, so many paternalistic abuses by the physician on the
patient or counter-paternalistic of  the patient on the deontological
autonomy of  the physician, as well as the pursuit of  eugenic
purposes or the degradation of  life as a mere attachment to efficient
performances, achieving to make the distinction between human
being persons and human being non-persons.45 It is necessary to
correctly interpret, according to its essential and substantial rela-
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tionship, the right to health and the right to life. The foregone
meaning,  not any more as the right to life in the optics of the right to
health, but exactly the opposite, that is to say the right to health in
the optics of  the right to life. For example: it can there exist a property
without usufruct, but there cannot exist a usufruct without property,
equally it can exist a life without health, but not health without life.

4. The dignity of a person

«It is true that the new eugenetic, even if  it is oriented to the well-
being of  an individual, could have negative consequences over the
others,  as for example over the disabled»: [185, p. 246]. Carlo
Alberto Defanti himself  recognizes that, explicitly demonstrating
the dangerous ambiguity of  all eugenic selection, and implicitly,
that the search for perfection through the eugenetic selection,
[186] is always a risk for a person’s dignity.

Nevertheless, human dignity, dormant up to the moment, it
becomes obvious, in the manifest and suffering double sense.

The eugenetic, practiced as a fostering of  the right to health
through the PGD, the VIP, and the VIS, represents the most direct
violation of  the dignity (of  the person) for at least five orders of
reason.

In the first place: the physician’s nature is the first dimension to
be misrepresented, because, in the optics of  the eugenic selection,
hidden behind the exercise of  the right to health, he loses its own
dignity as soon as he is deprived of  his own autonomy of  science
and conscience. He is reduced to a mere executer of  the State or
the patient’s will, without taking into account the ethical and juridical
objectivity of  health and of  life of  which he cannot dispose of.
As it has been seen, he does it neither directly, nor indirectly with
the patient’s consent.

Behold in what sense Karl Jaspers has had the form to specify,
«The modern patient does not want to be treated in a personal
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way. He goes to a clinic the same way as to a business, to be attended
the best way possible, by an impersonal apparatus» [187, p. 47]

The physician and medicine, in this logic, are harmed in their
own dignity, because they are reduced to one of  the many gear
systems in which the consumer and commercial mind are shown.
The Hippocratic model, is substituted by a new model that oscillates
between what is technocratic and what is commercial, that have
come to equate «the health organization to the enterprise figure;
and the image, on the other hand, inherited from the Anglo-sax
culture, of  the patient, as a consuming citizen» [188, p. 75].

The physician-patient relationship is no longer human, but
contractual. The relationship between the patient and death is no
longer natural, but artificial. The relationship between the physician
and death is no longer antithetic, but synthetic, or better said,
catalytic, highlighting the fair and punctual worries of  Hans Jonas
when he writes that «the patient must be absolutely sure that his
position does not become his executioner, and that no decision
will ever authorize him to become such» [6, p. 170].

In the second place: a man’s dignity is not something that is
acquired or it degrades according to circumstances, the phases of
life, the functions and the developed or lost capabilities; but it is
the distinctive feature of  man’s being, which distinguishes him
from the rest of  the reality being.

A man’s dignity is that which makes a man human, not simply
avoiding to be treated as a thing, or to be treated in the measure of
other creatures,47 because that would not be sufficient to understand in
what sense the person has his own dignity.

The person’s dignity is given for being an entity provided with
knowledge,48 that is the organ, implicit, [191] which allows us to
distinguish between good and evil, not according to an individual
whim, but in an absolute sense,49 that is to say, according to the
truth, or else according to the single effective guarantee of  the human
relations.50
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Precisely, dignity is the truth about the essence of  a person. It
cannot be considered the person itself  available, not even with his
consent, as Kant teaches: «Humanity in itself  is a dignity, because
man cannot be treated by no one as a simple medium, but must be
treated at the same time as an end, and precisely in that, consists
his dignity» [194, pp. 333-334].

In the third place: from all this, it is derived that, precisely, the
concept of  a person which as such, [195-197] «is not the most
wonderful object in the world», [198, p. 130] as Emmanuel
Mounier teaches.

Therefore, under this perspective, the person or his life cannot
become unworthy or not useful,51 because the person is formed
by, besides by its conscience and by the unavailability, and above all by
the non-replaceability.

Moreover, John Harris has established the “principle of  repla-
ceability”, that based on which it is «morally wrong to introduce in
the world avoidable sufferings, and that suffering is avoidable
when an individual that is, or will be, disabled could be substituted
by a healthy individual» assuming that the replaceability of  individual
does not present problems [200, p. 127].

On the other hand, as Romano Guardini has well explained,
«the person is essentially unrepeatable (Einmaligkeit) “and men are
«a qualitative singularity (Einzigkeit)”», [201, pp. 36-37] that is to
say, this man is the one who is here in an unrepeatable manner.

In the fourth place: the exercise of  the right to health with an
explicit or an implicit eugenic purpose, is not an expression of
liberty anymore, but exactly the opposite, and as such, also offensive
for a person´s dignity.

Freedom, in fact, does not consist of  absolute discretion or of
free will, that is to say, it is disconnected from any consideration
and/or principle of  ethical or juridical character, but it is linked to
act or behave according to what is right, meaning, within the limits
of  good and evil.
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It was not by a chance, when Hegel well recognized that «when
it is heard of  people saying that freedom in general, consists in being
able to do whatever somebody wants, such claim can only come
from somebody who completely lacks of  intellectual training»
[202, p. 103].

Lastly, the right to health exerted in order to reach collective or
individual objectives, either coercive or consensual, of  eugenic
character, constitutes a harm to a person’s dignity. Also to the law
itself, because it reduces the law to a mere instrument of  will
formalization, deprived of  all argument, susceptible to any opinion,
dispensing of  its truth, that is, of  justice.

 Piero Calamandrei whose considerations in this line of thinking
are reinforced, and for whom «there exists the case where the inexpert
and the amateur (which is even worse) philosophers, should come
out and claim that rightful law consists only in granting to every-
body their own comfort» [203, p.69].

If  however, Calamandrei’s criticism would not be right, as the
current bio-juridical praxis up to here tragically represented, saying yes
to everything. The previous sentence meaning leads to accept the
end of  law and therefore of  all rights, including obviously the right
to health, because, as Albert Camus precisely noted, «saying yes to
everything, implies saying yes to homicide» [204, p. 89].

5. Conclusions

Thus, the omnipotent and omnipresent technology, would risk
distorting or perverting the human being, the law, the right to health,
medicine, and the person’s own dignity.

In fact, not only Nicolai Berdyaev has pointed out precisely,
«the power mechanism atrophies men, and wants to capture them
to its image and resemblance», but society as a whole is also captured,
also the culture as a whole is captured, because it establishes a true
and self  «culture of  disposal» [205, p. 35].52
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Under these conditions, it is not about abolishing technology or
the mechanisms of  power. as Georges Bernanos has observed, «it
has to do with highlighting man, that is to say to restitute to him
the faith in the freedom of his spirit, jointly to the conscience of
his dignity […] before anything else and above all it is necessary to
re-spiritualize men. In order to do this, it is already time to mobilize,
fast and at any cost, all the forces of  spirit» [207, p. 35].
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40 «The right to health statement is loaded with ambiguity. It is, in fact, a kind of
container formula, capable of opening law to a new dimension, which still has the
need for specifications and of clarifications»; C. Bresciani, voice «Health», in Bio-
ethics and Sexology Encyclopedia [177, pp. 1535-1536].
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41 «If you substitute eudemonia (the principle of happiness), for the eleutheroma-
nia (the principle of freedom, on which the internal legislation in supported), the
consequence shall be the euthanasia (that is the joyful death) of every morale»: I.
Kant, La metafísica dei costumi [178, p. 225].
42 «In accordance with the progress towards paradigms of more complex and per-
sonalized health and cure, the search for the patients wellbeing, cannot forego the
requirement of active inclusion of the patient himself, the consideration of his va-
lues and preferences, and the respect to his self-determination. A relationship
model is imposed, that goes decisively that goes with a prevailing paternalistic
attitude, to a sincere appreciation and promotion of the patient’s autonomy»: S.
Spinsanti, voice “Health”, in Leone S, Privitera S. Nuovo dizionario di bioetica
[179, pp. 1050-1051].
43 «During the war, the mobilization of physicians to the front, and the progressive
lack of medication, reduced for the public health officials, the possibilities of steri-
lized unworthy lives. Nevertheless, the preparations for the war had the effect of
accelerating the plans to murder the useless mouths or the scum existences»: P.
Fritzsche, Vita e morte nel Terzo Reich [180, p. 114].
44 «Health cannot be seen […]. It is not possible to measure health»: H.G. GADA-
MER, Dove si nasconde la salute [181, p. 117].
45 Let us think about the functionalist perspective of Mary Ann Warren: «She
claims that, in order for there to exist a person, an individual must possess at least
one of the following attributes: conscience, reasoning, self-motivated activity, com-
munication capabilities and self-knowledge. Warren follows Locke in the conside-
ration that some human beings are not persons»: M. POTTS, L’inizio e la fine della
vita: verso la coerenza filosofica [183, p. 216].
46 «The concept of the right to a gradual life, if it is taken seriously, he is suitable
for distinguishing the right to life itself. The right to life, if persists, corresponds to
men by its nature, as far as a man. It is not granted to him in the established mo-
ment. Only this way it is a human right. Its meaning is derived to existence to life
and to survival, precisely by itself. It is not linked to conditions of usefulness of
health, or of a developed self-conscience. This right cannot be gradual, it cannot
survive only partially either survives or not survives» E.W. BÖCKENFÖRDE, Dignità
umana e bioetica [184, pp. 80-81].
47 «Dignity is not something that every human being possesses, such as the nose,
or the bellybutton […]. To state that dignity can be attributed to human beings,
contrary to animals, means once more to link it with those characteristics that dis-
tinguish a man from an animal, such as thinking, or the imagination, the sense of
beauty, freedom, friendship and moral life, and not the simple presence of life» L.
Kass, La sfida della bioetica [189, p. 345].
48 «Therefore knowledge constitutes a person’s dignity»: R. SPAEMANN, Persone
[190, p. 164].
49 «There is a difference between better and worse, between good and evil. This is
a difference which is not only related to human individual needs that are involved
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in a specific situation, but it expresses an absolute value judgement»: R. SPAE-
MANN, Concetti morali fondamentali [192, p. 33].
50 «If there does not exist a transcendent truth, abiding by which man acquires his
full identity, then, it does not exist any safe principal, that would guarantee fair re-
lationships among men»: Giovanni Paolo II, Lettera Enciclica Centesimus annus
[193, n. 44].
51«The handicapped person has been immediately considered useless»: M. BENA-
SAYAG, La salute ad ogni costo [199, p. 20].
52 As Pope Francis states “This «culture of disposability” tends to become common
thinking, which infects everybody. Human life, and the person, are not perceived
anymore as a primary value to be respected and tutored, especially if it is poor or
handicapped, if it is not useful any longer –as the one who is about to be born, or
is useless already– as an elderly person» [206].
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